2021 DRIVER AND SPECTATOR
Gate Entrance Procedures
To continue to be a good partner to our fellow businesses of Terre Haute, Wabash Valley Dragway is implementing a new
entrance process that will alleviate the long line outside the property’s main gate. Historically, this line has backed up
passed neighboring businesses and onto the highway, which is inconvenient to all and a risk to racers in line out on the
highway. The goal is to get racers in the pit area safely and quickly with an easier entrance process.
The process will be as follows for both FRIDAY and SATURDAY, and is required for entrance into the facility:
DRIVERS:
➢ Drivers/drivers with spectators will enter through the Vigo County Fair Grounds main gate.
➢ Drivers will stop at the Wabash Valley Dragway entrance ticket booth and obtain a registration slip for the class
the driver will be running and the number of spectators in the vehicle.
➢ Proceed to the pit area and park.
➢ All individuals report to the registration booth, located near the base of the tower, to pay all associated fees and
sign the release forms as required by the facility’s insurance provider. This is where drivers will receive tech cards
and both drivers and spectators will receive bands.
➢ Drivers complete tech cards in full (data from previous years is no longer available – please complete the forms in
totality) and turn them in at the concession stand.
SPECTATORS- Entering Pit Spots:
➢ Spectators will enter through the Vigo County Fair Grounds main gate.
➢ Spectators will stop at the entrance ticket booth to pay, receive a spectator band, and sign the release form
required by the facility’s insurance provider.
➢ Spectators will be required to park in the pit spot of the racer they are spectating for.
➢ If there is no room in the driver’s pit spot, spectator must park in the spectator parking area outside the facility.
SPECTATORS – Entering the Stands:
➢ Spectators will enter through the Vigo County Fair Grounds main gate and proceed to the Wabash Valley
Dragway outside parking area.
➢ Park in the designated parking area and walk to the facility entrance.
➢ Spectators will stop at the entrance ticket booth to pay, receive a spectator band, and sign the release forms
required by the facility’s insurance provider.
➢ Proceed into the facility!
The facility unfortunately no longer has the room for open spectator parking. Wabash Valley Dragway is committed to
drivers’ and their racing needs, first and foremost. For safety and insurance reasons, parking is no longer allowed on the
north side of the return road as in the past.
Per Wabash Valley Dragway’s insurance provider, it is a requirement that all persons on facility grounds who are not
identified as staff must wear a facility issued band. Any spectators without a band will be asked to pay and obtain a
spectator band to be able to stay on site.

